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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Thermal imaging is very useful for a various applica-2

tions where imaging in the visible domain is limited. The3

ability to capture and visualize temperature variations and4

heat signatures from the Infrared (IR) spectrum provides5

additional information of a scene and the objects within6

it [1]. Many applications would benefit from 3D thermal7

field reconstruction rather than purely 2D thermal imaging8

[2] [3] [4]. In particular, this project focuses on 3D thermal9

field reconstruction in Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR) with10

wavelengths of 8 to 14 µm.11

Applications of 3D thermal imaging include security and12

surveillance, preventive maintenance, building inspection,13

monitoring rock masses, and archaeology [1] [5] [6] [7] [8]14

[9].15

3D radiance field reconstruction has made great strides16

using visible cameras, but 3D reconstruction from thermal17

images is challenging because thermal cameras are often18

pixel-limited and have lower resolution compared to RGB19

cameras [10]. This makes it difficult to find robust 2D20

features from which to recover camera poses by structure21

from motion (SfM) / Colmap. [xy: This will be demonstrated22

in an experiment that will be done.] Hence, thermal cameras23

are often used together with other sensors to reconstruct a24

scene with a higher resolution than what the thermal camera25

can provide [11] [12].26

Directly extending radiance field models to visible and27

thermal images produces limited quality reconstructions28

even with correct thermal poses. This is because of the29

inherent difference in the way materials in general interact30

with thermal and visible spectrum. Hence, we would like to31

propose a strategy to combine information from the two32

spectra, while respecting and recovering these material-33

specific properties. The final goals are:34

• To develop a strategy that uses both visible and35

thermal information for 3D reconstruction36

• To demonstrate improved 3D thermal reconstruction37

quality across different scenes38

• If time permits, we would also like to explore the39

idea of thermal superresolution.40

2 RELATED WORK41

2.1 Thermal Imaging42

Thermal cameras detect and measure the heat signature43

of objects, where emitted infrared energy is converted into44

thermal images with varying levels of IR radiation [13]. This45

provides insights to scenes and the objects that visible cam-46

eras do not [1]. The contactless nature of thermal imaging47

adds to its attractiveness in a diverse range of applications 48

as mentioned in section 1. 49

In these wavelength ranges, materials for lenses and 50

sensors differ from those used in visible light cameras, 51

which make it more costly and difficult to produce high- 52

resolution cameras. Thermal cameras use very expensive 53

special germanium lenses that transmit IR spectrum and 54

block visible light [14] [15]. The longer wavelength also 55

implies the need for each element in the detector array to 56

be larger than those in the visible light spectrum [16], hence, 57

reducing the number of detector elements which contributes 58

to the significantly lower resolution [14] [10] and higher 59

production cost of thermal cameras [17]. 60

Considering the general pixel-limitation and low resolu- 61

tion of thermal cameras, they are often used together with 62

other sensors to reconstruct a scene with a higher resolution 63

than what the thermal camera can provide [11] [12]. 64

While there have been 3D approaches in the IR regime 65

[18], past methods of reconstruction tend to be less than 66

ideal in terms of the region within the IR spectral as 67

well as the quality of the reconstructed images, as men- 68

tioned in section 2.3. Additionally, other thermal meth- 69

ods/representations such as ContactDB [19] and Non-Line 70

of Sight Imaging [20] are inherently different in their ap- 71

proaches and purposes. ContactDB focuses on contact maps 72

from functional grasping which differs from our non-contact 73

3D reconstruction. Non-Line of Sight Imaging detects the 74

reflection of the object, instead of the object, which differs 75

from our approach which involves direct imaging. 76

2.2 3D Reconstruction and Novel-View Synthesis 77

3D reconstruction has been used to aid in the visualization, 78

survey and analysis of large and difficult or inaccessible 79

objects or landscapes, in ways that 2D images are unable 80

to provide [2] [3] [4]. 81

Structure from Motion (SfM) with Multi-View Stereo is 82

a technique that reconstructs 3D surface models from 2D 83

images. SfM computes projection matrices and 3D points 84

using corresponding points in each view from 2D images 85

[21], while MVS uses calibrated image for dense 3D recon- 86

struction of scenes. Some limitations include the quality of 87

the reconstructed scene being limited to that of the input 88

images and camera parameters computed from SfM algo- 89

rithms, as well as reconstruction assumptions such as scene 90

rigidity [22] [23]. 91

Novel-View Synthesis creates new images from arbi- 92

trary view points. Differential rendering is a process that 93

predicts a scene’s radiance from any viewpoint with 3D 94
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object gradients via differentiable ray marching [24]. One95

method is to model scenes as implicit representations, with96

the development of Neural Radiance Field (NeRF). This97

greatly facilitates the synthesis of views by projecting output98

colors and densities obtained from querying 5D coordi-99

nates comprising of 3D position coordinates and 2D view-100

ing directions along camera rays [25]. Recent advances in101

NeRF-based implicit 3D reconstruction have achieved closer102

photo-realistic results to view-synthesis problems in aspects103

as such improving NeRF’s performance in representing finer104

details [26] [27] [28].105

However, most work is in the visible domain which106

limits the information that can be gleaned from scenes.107

Extending NeRF capabilities to represent other parts of the108

spectrum which is invisible to the human eye, would allow109

for details that were previously unavailable, to be available110

[29].111

2.3 Multispectral NeRF112

Capturing data beyond the visible spectrum can be helpful113

in identifying features that might be transparent in the114

visible spectrum [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]. Work has been done115

to incorporate other sensors with RGB sensors to incorpo-116

rate information beyond the visible range with integrated117

sensors.118

For instance, X-NeRF [18] tackles setting of multispectral119

images by optimizing transform between RGB/other cam-120

eras including Near IR (NIR) cameras [35]. NIR images tend121

to have higher resolution as compared to LWIR and MWIR122

images due to its shorter wavelength [36] [37]. However, the123

reconstructed images presented lack sufficient features. This124

suggests room for improved robustness to IR images. Addi-125

tionally, this approach assumes knowledge of the camera126

intrinsics as well as the shared density assumption of classic127

NeRF which is not always the case.128

Aside from potential improvements in the reconstruc-129

tion, there are limitations to the aforementioned method.130

One key limitation is inherent in the workings of the camera.131

NIR cameras are based on reflected energy. While NIR cam-132

eras may work in the day where there is light, an external133

light source is required at night [37]. This is unlike thermal134

imaging cameras such as LWIR and MWIR cameras which135

detect thermal emissions from objects [38]. Although NIR136

based imaging allows for resolution similar to visible cam-137

eras and have been used in Night vision goggles and LIDAR138

[39], it does not fully capture the advantages associated to139

thermal imaging.140

Consumer-grade thermal cameras are often lower cost141

and have poorer image resolution [8] [9]. This poses multi-142

ple challenges when to comes to both obtaining the camera143

poses and subsequent 3D reconstruction results [40] [18].144

There is a need for a combination of both visible and145

Infrared (IR) wavelength ranges, with points from RGB146

augmented with thermal information, for higher accuracy147

reconstruction with sparse input images [3]. We propose a148

method for thermal 3D reconstruction of scenes using both149

RGB and thermal images. While have been approaches that150

used similar insights, such as dehazing [41], hyperspectral151

imaging [42] and 3D reconstruction of a person via reflec-152

tions [43], we demonstrate a method for 3D thermal field153

reconstruction that separately models material interactions 154

with thermal and visible spectra to improve reconstruction 155

quality. 156

3 TIMELINE 157

3.1 Week 8 158

• To collect at least 2 sets of data (one indoor and one 159

outdoor) 160

• To fix our code 161

• To run the sets of data through our code 162

3.2 Week 9 163

• To implement baseline comparison. In particular, I 164

am keen to use NeRF-based method (X-NeRF [18]) 165

as a baseline comparison as it involves work across 166

spectra which is similar to what we are doing. For 167

the IR wavelength, they are working with NIR while 168

we are working with LWIR. I am curious to find out 169

how the results with our code would compare with 170

theirs for the above datasets. 171

3.3 Week 10 172

• To conduct ablation study on both density loss and 173

total variation loss 174
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